Nonsampling Errors
surveys. We will brieﬂy consider panel rotation and
survey mode errors.
Panel rotation error occurs when responses to a
survey change depending on the length of time the
panel has been included in the survey. Bailar (1975)
described the eﬀects of time-in-sample for the US
Current Population Survey. In general, the longer a
person has been in the sample, the less likely the
person is to report being unemployed. A similar eﬀect
is found in the US National Crime Victimization
Survey; persons in the survey for a longer time are less
likely to report a victimization. Possible explanations
for this phenomenon include that respondents learn to
answer the survey so as to minimize the amount of
time it takes to complete the survey or that diﬀerential
dropout leads to a biased sample over time.
Survey modes include in-person, telephone, selfadministered paper-and-pencil questionnaires and,
most recently, self-administered Web questionnaires.
The same questions asked using diﬀerent survey modes
can elicit diﬀerent responses (see Sample Sureys:
Cognitie Aspects of Surey Design). For example,
respondents are more concerned about their selfimages in personal interviews than on paper-andpencil surveys. Thus, they may be more likely to report
personal problems on a self-administered questionnaire than in a face-to-face interview. On the other
hand, security and conﬁdentiality concerns may make
respondents less likely to respond truthfully to surveys
on the Web. The accuracy of responses to Web surveys
is an area of ongoing research.
Additional information on these other sources of
nonsampling error can be found in references such as
Groves (1989) and Biemer et al. (1991). An excellent
example of a survey for which all sources of error, both
sampling and nonsampling, are explored in detail is
the US Current Population Survey (see US Department of Commerce 2000).
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Nonstandard Reasoning
Logic since Antiquity has been concerned with ‘the
laws of thought,’ immutable principles of reasoning
from premises to conclusions. In the twentieth century,
this monolithic view changed to one of diﬀerent
human reasoning styles and matching logical systems.
With the emergence of information and cognition as
central scientiﬁc themes, new items keep appearing
on this broader agenda. These are often called
‘nonstandard logics,’ diﬀerent from the established
regime. This label is relative. The background to
current studies of reasoning are the major approaches
to valid inference in standard logic (semantic or prooftheoretic), reﬂecting philosophical argument and
mathematical proof. Over time, these have acquired
extended vocabularies and deviant notions of inference with linguistic and other scientiﬁc motivations.
Nonstandard logics often originate in computer
science and artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) (nonmonotonic
logic, abduction). The resulting landscape is diverse,
but there are unifying themes such as structural rules,
preferences, resources, knowledge, or architectures for
combining systems. These reﬂect cognitive trends in
modern logic: reasoning about one’s own information
and that of others, update processes, games, communication, or heterogeneous information.

Nonstandard Reasoning

1. Standard Logic: Valid Consequence, Proof
Calculi, Completeness
Standard logic covers the achievements of the renaissance of logic, starting with Boole and Frege in the
nineteenth century, and culminating in the work of
Go$ del, Tarski, Turing, and others in the 1930s. The
resulting core of the ﬁeld consists of propositional
logic (codifying reasoning with the key operations
‘not,’ ‘and,’ ‘or’) and predicate logic of quantiﬁers (‘for
all,’ ‘there exists’). Both are based on the semantic
conception of valid consequence, demanding ‘transmission of truth’ from premises P to a conclusion C:
eery situation in which all the premises P are true
also makes the conclusion C true.
To describe and produce valid inferences, one can
sometimes use simple mechanical methods, such as the
truth tables of propositional logic. More general, and
more relevant to capturing actual reasoning, are prooftheoretic approaches (Hilbert), deriving conclusions
from premises via rules. Proof systems of various sorts
also drive mechanized reasoning in AI and computational logic. Crucially, the semantic approach based
on truth and the syntactic one of proof coincide for
quantiﬁcational logic: this is Go$ del’s celebrated Completeness Theorem, the ﬁrst signiﬁcant insight into
logical systems per se. Another is Church’s Theorem
(based on Go$ del’s even more famous ‘Incompleteness
Theorem’), saying that no mechanical algorithm can
decide validity in quantiﬁcational logic.

2. Extending the Vocabulary: from Mathematics
to Natural Language
Logical systems use ‘logical forms’ with ﬁxed
operators for key notions (Booleans, quantiﬁers), plus
variable parts for expressions that can be interpreted
freely (a typical valid form is: ‘from premises A-or-B,
and not-A to conclusion B’). The above systems have
been successful in analyzing mathematical proof, but
gradually extensions had to be made to deal with the
kind of argument found in philosophy, linguistics, and
in the latter part of the twentieth century, computer
science and cognitive science. For example, logical
semantics of natural language deals with generalized
quantiﬁers (‘most,’ ‘few’), plus a spectrum of expressions for reasoning involving possibility, time, knowledge, action, etc.—for both single and multiple agents.
The extra vocabulary is ‘nonstandard,’ the canons of
validity remain classical.

3. Alternatie Views of Validity and Logical
Operations
There are also genuine deviations from the classical
core. A recurrent historical example is the view
that conclusions only follow validly from consistent

premises. Then, nothing follows from a contradiction
A-and-not-A, while on the ‘standard’ account,
everything does.
3.1 Deiations in Natural Language and Philosophy
The idea that ‘natural reasoning’ in our ordinary
language diﬀers from standard logical calculi is a
recurrent theme in the twentieth century—high-lighted
in the ‘paradoxes of material implication’: natural
‘if … then … ’ does not behave like the truth-functional Boolean conditional. This has led to many
deviant calculi for ‘modal’ or ‘relevant’ implication.
Philosophical critiques of the standard account of
valid consequence still appear today.
3.2 Deiations in Scientiﬁc Reasoning
Other deviations arise in the foundations of science.
‘Constructivism’ in mathematics views proofs as constructions of mental entities, whose properties must be
established by computational means. Intuitionistic
logic accepts only those inferences as valid which have
a constructive proof. Thus, one cannot prove an
assertion ‘there exists an x such that F(x)’ without
producing an explicit example. This line is generalized
in constructive ‘type theories.’ In physics, quantum
mechanics has inspired quantum logics with failures of
Boolean distributivity laws in reasoning about the
location or momentum of particles. But most of all,
reﬂecting the close analogies between ‘reasoning and
reckoning’ (as Hobbs put it), computer science has
inspired many new systems of reasoning. Examples
from the 1970s are dynamic logic describing the eﬀects
of programs and actions generally, logic programming
(using proofs as computation procedures) and perhaps
most radically, linear logic in the 1980s, treating
propositions as computational ‘resources’ that can be
used only once. The result of all this is alternatives to
classical logic, developed with equal rigor, but diﬀerent
in their valid principles, general philosophy, and
mathematical properties.

4. Varieties of Inference
That ‘natural reasoning’ comes in diﬀerent styles, with
possibly diﬀerent logical features, was already
observed by Bolzano in the early nineteenth century.
Scientiﬁc reasoning employs stricter standards than
common sense. Variety also occurs in AI with problem
solving or planning (deductive or heuristic), where
systems are more ‘optimistic’ than standard logic.
4.1 Nonmonotonic Logics
Practical reasoning uses defaults going beyond standard logical conclusions. Thus, we use some rule
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(‘Dutch trains run on time’) unless counter-examples
are explicitly indicated, e.g., when planning our escape
from Amsterdam’s futuristic Science City. Or we take
an answer ‘John, Mary’ to the question ‘Who were
skating?’ as conveying not just that John and Mary
skated, but that no others did, assuming a maximally
informative respondent. Such additional inferences
may be withdrawn later, because of further information: the train may be carrying soccer fans, the
respondent may be a government employee. Reasoning in which C may follow from P, but no longer from
PjQ is called ‘nonmonotonic’—while classical consequence is monotonic: once drawn, conclusions persist.
A general pattern behind nonmonotonic reasoning is
‘circumscription,’ which, in its most abstract form,
assumes that situations come ordered by some preference, and then makes C follow from P if
C holds in all most preferred situations where P holds.
In the escapist example, one ‘prefers’ the more likely
situations where trains run according to schedule to
those containing a disturbing factor. Preferences may
reﬂect plausibility, utility, or simplicity, depending on
circumstances. A classical consequence is the special
case when no models are preferred to others. Thus,
classical inferences are also valid in circumscription.
This is a general phenomenon in AI: most logics that
diverge from classical logic are richer, whereas the
deviant logics of Sect. 3 were poorer, putting greater
demands on inference.

4.2 Directions and Purposes in Reasoning
The preceding systems all view reasoning as a forwardoriented process of accumulating conclusions from
given premises. But in addition to this forward
deductive mode, there is also ‘backward’ abduction
(Peirce) seeking plausible premises to support already
given observations. Moreover, there is induction (Mill,
Carnap), looking for plausible generalizations beyond
the immediate content of the premises. These diﬀerent
directions and purposes all occur when analyzing
activities such as ‘refutation,’ ‘explanation,’ or ‘conﬁrmation’ in the philosophy of science. Abduction is
studied also in connection with logic programming,
and induction in the foundations of probability and
uncertainty.

4.3 Reasoning with Uncertainty and Probability
Probabilistic reasoning seems a major mode of cognition in its own right. Its standard formalism is not
logic, but probability theory. However, there is an
increasing literature on nonstandard, often qualitative
probabilistic reasoning, including ‘fuzzy logic’ and
‘possibility theory,’ while key probabilistic notions
such as randomness and independence of events are
migrating into logic. In particular, new versions of
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predicate logic have been proposed that admit
dependencies between variables. Interestingly, these
often become decidable, unlike the standard system.

5. Logical Dynamics: Reasoning as an Actiity
Under the inﬂuence of computer science and cognitive
science, many logicians view semantic interpretation
or reasoning as cognitive processes. This is closer to
actual argumentation, where dynamic timing and
procedural conventions are crucial to outcomes. Within this trend, dynamic semantics views the meaning of
a proposition as the update of a hearer’s information
state produced by it. Thus, propositions become
cognitive procedures, and natural language a programming language modifying information states of
other agents. One major dynamic notion of valid
consequence is
in ﬁnal information states reached by processing the
successie premises, updating with the conclusion will
not hae any further eﬀect.
A broader perspective arises in belief reision theory,
which has updates adding information to the current
state, contractions (removing information), and
revisions (doing both)—doing justice to the ‘zigzag
character’ of much of our reasoning. Information
states can be those of individual agents, but interactive
communication updates collective information states
of groups of agents, often pictured as ‘Kripke models.’
Perhaps the most ‘activist’ perspective on reasoning is
that of game theory. Logic games have existed since the
ﬁfties (Lorenzen, Hintikka), suggesting dialogical
alternatives to proof and semantics, in terms of
winning and losing argumentation games. Their take
on valid consequence employs the typical gametheoretic notion of a strategy, a response pattern to
any sequence of moves by one’s opponents:
in fair rational debate, the proponent of the conclusion
C has a winning strategy for upholding C against any
play by an opponent granting the premises.
Logic games tie up the study of reasoning with that
of rational behavior in general.

6. Systematic Theory of Reasoning
With the rapid growth of nonstandard logics, the unity
of the meta-theory for classical logic gets lost. It is too
early for a new synthesis, but some unifying themes are
noticeable.

6.1 Structural Rules
Nonmonotonicity is a hallmark of nonstandard
reasoning systems—though a symptom, not a diagnosis. However, it has turned out useful to classify
styles of reasoning by their structural rules, such as

Nontraditional Families and Child Deelopment
monotonicity, transitivity (‘if P implies Q, and Q
implies R, then P implies R’), and others, which move
premises around, or duplicate them when needed. The
structural rules of classical logic treat premises as an
unordered set, whose presentation is irrelevant. By
contrast, nonstandard reasoning tends to be more
sensitive to the formulation of data, which shows in
failures of classical structural rules. Thus, in dynamic
consequence, permuting two premises may change the
update achieved—reﬂecting the order-dependence of
natural language.

methodology of science, argumentation theory,
linguistics, computer science, or cognitive psychology.
In this perspective, ‘nonstandard reasoning’ signals
nothing speciﬁc, except this broad horizon.

6.2 New Vocabulary
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of knowledge and collective information update are
conspicuous in contemporary research.

7. Conclusion
Modern logic arose out of reﬂection on proof in
mathematics and argumentation in philosophy, and
created the standard systems of the twenty-ﬁrst century. Modern studies of reasoning, while retaining the
modus operandi of this phase, deal with a much
broader spectrum of laws, structures, and processes,
and in doing so, merge with disciplines such as
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Nontraditional Families and Child
Development
The process of development among children and
adolescents growing up in diﬀerent kinds of family
environments has long been a topic of interest to social
scientists. For many years, most researchers have
assumed that conditions for child development are
most favorable in families that include two heterosexual parents, one of each sex, who are married to one
another, and who are biologically related to the child.
Fathers in such families are assumed to be employed
fulltime outside the home, and mothers are assumed to
work only in the home, where they are responsible for
childcare and upkeep of the household, but do not
earn money. Even though the existence of such socalled ‘traditional families’ has not characterized much
of human history, and even though many families
today—even in Westernized countries—do not ﬁt this
pattern, it has nevertheless been widely assumed as the
norm against which other family rearing environments
should be measured (Lamb 1999).
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